Live Original: How The Duck Commander Teen Keeps It Real And Stays True To Her Values
Synopsis

Seventeen-year-old Sadie Robertson—a star of A&E’s Duck Dynasty and daughter of Willie and Korie Robertson—shares her outlook on life as she opens up about herself and the values that make her family what it is. Sadie Robertson represents everything that a well-adjusted teenager should be, even while growing up in the spotlight on Duck Dynasty. She exhibits poise, respect for her family and friends, and a faith that influences her choices. Everyone wants to know how a family as eclectic as the Robertsons are raising such confident, fun, family-loving kids. With this book, Sadie sheds light on the values instilled by her family that make her the person she is. Sadie lives by a simple list of principles that lead her to personal and spiritual growth and allow the relationships she has with her friends and family to flourish. These values include think happy, be happy; dream big; shake the hate; do something; and many more. Living as a culturally relevant teen who loves God and her family, Sadie has become a role model for other teens and for parents who are eager to instill the same characteristics in their children.
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Customer Reviews

I am so, so glad I got to read Live Original: How the Duck Commander Teen Keeps It Real and Stays True to Her Values by Sadie Robertson! This is one of the best books I have read in 2014! I was instantly intrigued by the subtitle How the Duck Commander Teen Keeps It Real and Stays True to Her Values. From this, I expected it to talk more about the show and how she was challenged. The book actually was quite the opposite. This book talked a lot about how to Live
Original, which I think would have been a better title. That said, I went into this book expecting one thing and ended up getting something so much better. While this book does talk about Duck Dynasty and some of the fame Sadie has experienced, I felt that she was really honest in challenging her generation to Live Original lives that are pleasing to God. This was a book that challenged me, made me want to live differently, and one I think every teenager who wants to live for God should read! While there are so many awesome points that Sadie made which challenged me, I was really impressed with how Sadie challenges readers to be unique, not by changing who they are, but by being themselves. She gives practical examples from her life in how she lives this out and ways the reader can do the same. I also really like how Sadie talked about many different areas that affect the lives of teenagers from happiness to relationships. Each chapter ended with a few challenge questions. This should help readers think a little more about the chapter and how they can apply it to their lives. After reading this book, I have so much respect for Sadie. While many people get caught up in fame, Sadie seems like such a normal person.
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